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ILC	baseline	
5	Hz	(e+)	 10	Hz	(e+)	

Circumference		[km]	 3.2	 3.2	

Beam	Energy	[GeV]	 5.0	 5.0	

Horizontal	emittance	[nm]	 0.57	 0.64	

Vertical	emittance	[pm]	 2	 2	

Energy	spread	 0.1X10-4	 0.14	X	10-4	

Current	[A]	 0.39/0.78	 1.0	/0.85	

Bunches	 1312/2625	 1576	

Particles/bunch	 2	X	1010	 2	X	1010	

Long	damping	time	[ms]	 12	 6.4	

Bunch	length	[mm]	 6.0	(4.7)	 4.8	

Current/bunch	[mA]	 0.5	

Energy	loss/turn	[MeV]	 4.5	 8.4	
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6.4. Beam Dynamics

Figure 6.4
Damping ring lattice
functions with the ma-
jor functional sections
(injection, extraction
arcs, RF, wigglers, cir-
cumference chicane,
and phase trombone)
labelled.
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horizontally defocusing quadrupole makes the trajectory nearly parallel to the stored orbit. At 90¶ of
betatron phase downstream from the septa, where the injection trajectory crosses the stored orbit, a
set of kickers deflects the single injected bunch onto the stored orbit.

Extraction is accomplished with a similar set of kickers that deflects a single damped bunch
horizontally. A horizontally defocusing quadrupole increases the deflection and at 90¶ of betatron
phase downstream of the kickers, the bunch passes through the bending fields of a pair of septum
magnets. These deflect the trajectory further horizontally, so it passes outside of the next focusing
quadrupole and into the extraction-line optics. The stored orbit is located in the nominally field-free
region of the septum magnets and is not significantly a�ected.

6.4 Beam Dynamics
6.4.1 Emittance Tuning

An emittance-tuning procedure based on that developed at CESRTA [102] has been used to compensate
for misalignments and field errors in the DR design. The procedure has three basic steps:

1. Measure and correct the closed orbit errors using all BPMs and all dipole correctors;

2. Measure betatron phase and coupling by resonant excitation and correct errors, using all
quadrupoles and skew-quadrupole correctors;

3. Repeat measurement of orbit and coupling, and measure dispersion by resonant excitation of
the synchrotron motion, and then fit simultaneously using vertical dipole correctors and skew
quadrupoles.

The tuning algorithm depends for its e�ectiveness on the accuracy of the beam-position monitors.
The BPM specification is given in Table 6.3. The alignment tolerances are given in Table 6.3, as
are the multipole errors measured at SLAC for the SPEAR and PEPII dipoles, quadrupoles and
sextupoles [103]. The results of the emittance-tuning procedure for 100 lattices with a randomly
chosen Gaussian distribution of multipole and alignment errors are summarised in Fig. 6.5a and
Fig. 6.5b. The tuning procedure consistently achieves the specified geometric vertical emittance of
2 pm rad.
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Chapter 6. Damping Rings

The configuration of the damping rings is constrained by the timing scheme of the main linac [95].
In particular, each damping ring must be capable of storing a full bunch train (1312 bunches) and
reducing the emittances to the required level within the 200 ms (100 ms in the 10 Hz mode) interval
between machine pulses. In addition, the relatively large bunch separation in the main linacs means
that the damping rings must be capable of injecting and extracting individual bunches without
a�ecting the emittance or stability of the remaining stored bunches. The exact circumference has
been chosen to provide adequate flexibility in the fill pattern allowing di�erent timing configurations
in the linac. The bunch trains are separated by gaps to mitigate the fast ion instability in the electron
ring.

The superconducting RF system is operated at 650 MHz which is exactly half the linac frequency.
To achieve the short damping times necessary to reduce the emittance (by roughly six orders
of magnitude in the case of the positron vertical emittance) within the allowed 200 ms interval,
superconducting wigglers of total length roughly 100 m are used in each damping ring.

The layout [96] of the damping ring is a racetrack, with long straights [97] to accommodate
damping wigglers, RF cavities, phase trombone, injection, extraction, and circumference-adjusting
chicane as shown in Fig. 6.1.

Figure 6.1
Damping-ring layout:
the circumference is
3238.7 m; the length
of each straight is
710.2 m.

Damping-ring parameters for three ILC operating modes, corresponding to four distinct con-
figurations, have been developed. Two of these operating modes utilize a 5 Hz repetition rate: the
low-power baseline with 1312 bunches in each ring; and the high-luminosity upgrade with 2625
bunches. The third operating mode is at 10 Hz and has distinct configurations for the operation of the
positron and electron rings. The parameters of these operating modes are summarized in Table 6.2
based on the current version of the DR baseline lattice.

In the 10 Hz operating configuration, the electron linac is operated with alternating pulses, a
high-energy pulse for positron production followed by a low energy pulse for collisions. Each damping
ring has a pulsed time profile with beam injection/extraction times of 1 ms. In the positron ring,
full beam current is stored for 100 ms and then extracted, leaving the ring empty for 100 ms before
the next injection cycle. A shorter damping time is necessary to achieve the same extracted vertical
emittance in half the nominal storage time.

For the high-luminosity upgrade, twice the number of bunches need to be stored in the DR with
3.1 ns bunch spacing. The doubling of the current in the rings poses a particular concern for the
positron DR due to the e�ects of the electron-cloud instability. In the event that the electron-cloud
mitigations that have been recommended [99] are insu�cient to achieve the required performance for
this configuration, allowance had been made for the installation of a second positron ring in the same
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Chapter 6. Damping Rings

6.3 Lattice description

Each arc in the DR consists of 75 cells [101], each with one focusing and two defocusing quadrupoles
placed symmetrically about a single 3 m bend. Focusing and defocusing sextupoles are located
adjacent to the corresponding quadrupoles. Each cell contains one vertical, one horizontal, and one
skew quad corrector as well as two beam-position monitors adjacent to the defocusing sextupoles,
as shown in Fig. 6.3. Dispersion suppressors, at the ends of the arc, match the finite dispersion in
the arcs to zero dispersion in the straights. The dispersion suppressor beam line includes two dipole
bending magnets and seven quadrupoles. There is a skew quad corrector at each of the two dipoles.

Figure 6.3
Arc cell. The cell
boundaries are at the
midpoint of the focus-
ing quadrupole. Each
cell contains a vertical
and horizontal dipole
corrector, a skew quad
corrector in each cell,
and two beam posi-
tion monitors adjacent
to the defocusing sex-
tupoles.

Acceptable values of the momentum compaction are bounded from below by the single-bunch
instability threshold, and from above by the RF voltage required to achieve the requisite 6 mm bunch
length. In practice, the dynamic aperture shrinks as the focusing strength is increased to reduce
momentum compaction. The design has nonlinear aperture adequate to accept the entire phase
space of the injected positrons, and consistent with the specified horizontal emittance. The resulting
momentum compaction is 3.3 ◊ 10≠4. The TME-style arc cell gives somewhat better dynamic aperture
than the FODO cell tuned to give comparable emittance and with the same 3 m dipole.

The RF-Wiggler straight provides space for 12 RF cavities at 650 MHz (as well as open space
for up to 4 additional cavities) and 54 wigglers (with open space for 6 more). The phase trombone is
also located in this straight.

The phase trombone consists of five cells, each constructed from six equally spaced, alternating-
gradient quadrupoles. The overall length of the phase trombone is 339 m. The range of the phase
trombone is a full betatron wavelength in both horizontal and vertical. There is a single-skew
quadrupole corrector in each of the five cells.

The machine circumference is adjusted by varying the field of the chicane dipoles. A 4.4 mm
increase in path length is accompanied by an increase in horizontal emittance of about 3 %.

There are horizontal and vertical dipole correctors and a beam-position monitor adjacent to each
quadrupole in the straights. The lattice functions for the ring are shown in Fig. 6.4.

The injection is located upstream of the centre of the long injection/extraction straight, and the
extraction downstream of the centre as shown in Fig. 6.1.

The injection line grazes the outside of a quadrupole, and is deflected horizontally by a pair
of septum bend magnets so the trajectory passes inside the aperture of the next quadrupole. This
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6.2. Top-level parameters and configuration

Table 6.2
Damping ring lattice parameters
for 5 Hz Low Power (baseline)
and High Luminosity (upgrade)
operating modes and 10 Hz
repetition rate (baseline) opera-
tion [98].

Parameter
5 Hz Mode 10 Hz Mode

Low
Power

High
Lumi Positrons Electrons

Circumference [km] 3.238 3.238
Number of bunches 1312 2625 1312
Particles per bunch [◊1010]] 2 2 2
Maximum beam current [mA] 389 779 389
Transverse damping time ·x, ·y [ms] 23.95 12.86 17.5
Longitudinal damping time ·z [ms] 12.0 6.4 8.7
Bunch length ‡z [mm] 6.02 6.02 6.01
Energy spread ‡E/E [%] 0.11 0.137 0.12
Momentum compaction factor –p [◊10≠4] 3.3 3.3
Normalized horizontal emittance “‘x[µm] 5.7 6.4 5.6
Horizontal chromaticity ›x ≠51.3 ≠50.9 ≠51.3
Vertical chromaticity ›y ≠43.3 ≠44.1 ≠43.3
Wiggler Field [T] 1.51 2.16 1.81
Number of Wigglers 54 54
Energy loss/turn [MeV] 4.5 8.4 6.19

RF Specifications:

Frequency [MHz] 650 650
Number of cavities 10† 12 12
Total voltage [MV] 14.0 22.0 17.9
Voltage per cavity [MV] 1.40 1.17 1.83 1.49
RF synchronous phase [°] 18.5 21.9 20.3
Power per RF coupler [kW]‡ 176 294 272 200
† The baseline RF deployment for positrons is 12 cavities to support 5 and 10 Hz modes.
‡ Power/coupler computed as (Max. Current) ◊ (E loss/turn)/(No. cavities).

Figure 6.2
Damping-ring arc
magnet layout with
positron ring at the
bottom and electron
ring directly above. A
second positron ring
would be placed above
the electron ring if re-
quired: (a) quadrupole
section layout and (b)
dipole section layout.

(a) (b)

tunnel. In this scenario, the two positron rings would both operate with the baseline parameters. The
third ring would be placed above the electron ring as indicated in Fig. 6.2a and Fig. 6.2b.

The superconducting damping wigglers [100] are based on the CESR-c design, with 14 poles and
30 cm period. The peak field of the 54 1.875 m long wigglers is 1.51 T for a 24 ms damping time in the
5 Hz mode and 2.16 T for a 13 ms damping time for 10 Hz operation. The horizontal emittance is near
0.5 nm rad over the range of relevant wiggler fields. There are 10 single-cell 650 MHz superconducting
cavities in the baseline configuration. For 5 Hz operation, 8 of these cavities can provide a total of
14 MV for a 6 mm bunch length, even in the event of a single klystron failure. For 10 Hz operation,
the number of cavities is increased to 12 and the accelerating voltage to 22 MV for the same 6 mm
bunch length. A phase trombone provides for adjustment of betatron tune and a chicane for small
variations of the circumference.
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ILC	baseline	
5	Hz	(e+)	 10	Hz	(e+)	 SuperKEKB	

Circumference		[km]	 3.2	 3.2	 3.0	

Beam	Energy	[GeV]	 5.0	 5.0	 4.0	

Horizontal	emittance	[nm]	 0.57	 0.64	 3.2	(1.9)	

Vertical	emittance	[pm]	 2	 2	 8.64	

Energy	spread	 0.1X10-4	 0.14	X	10-4	 7.9X10-4	

Current	[A]	 0.39/0.78	 1.0	/0.85	 3.6	

Bunches	 1312/2625	 1576	 2500	

Particles/bunch	 2	X	1010	 2	X	1010	 9	X	1010	

Long	damping	time	[ms]	 12	 6.4	 23	

Bunch	length	[mm]	 6.0	(4.7)	 4.8	 6.0	(4.7)	

Current/bunch	[mA]	 0.3	 0.5	

Energy	loss/turn	[MeV]	 4.5	 8.4	

Bunch	spacing	[ns]	 6.2/3.1	

RF	power	[MW]	 2.0	 3.8	
May	8,	2019	 5	



SuperKEKB	
LER	(e+)	 Phase	I	&	II	

commissioning	

Beam	Energy	[GeV]	 4.0	 4.0	

Horizontal	emittance	[nm]	 3.2	(1.9)	 1.7	

Vertical	emittance	[pm]	 8.64	 23	

Energy	spread	 7.9X10-4	 7.5	X	10-4	

Current	[A]	 3.6	 0.860/1.01	

Bunches	 2500	 1576	

Particles/bunch	 9	X	1010	

Long	damping	time	[ms]	 23	

Bunch	length	[mm]	 6.0	(4.7)	 4.8	

Current/bunch	[mA]	 0.5	
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Electron	cloud	

6.5. Vacuum System

6.5 Vacuum System

The vacuum system conceptual design incorporates EC-mitigation techniques enumerated in Table 6.4,
and targets the vacuum performance required to suppress the FII in the electron ring as described
in Section 6.4.5. The present conceptual design [116] draws on previous design work [117–119]
and incorporates inputs from the lattice designers, magnet engineers, and electron-cloud-dynamics
simulation group.

Dipole chambers, shown in Fig. 6.9a, incorporate three EC mitigation techniques: antechambers
with radially sloped outside walls are used to minimize scattered photons entering the main beam
aperture; a titanium nitride (TiN) coating is applied to the inside surface of the chamber to reduce
secondary electron yield (SEY); and grooves on the top and bottom of the vacuum chamber further
reduce the number of secondary electrons that enter the central region of the vacuum chamber near
the beam [109]. The inside of the antechamber contains non-evaporable Getter (NEG) strips to
provide distributed pumping. Explosion bonded transition pieces are used on the ends of the chambers
to allow the use of stainless steel flanges.

Figure 6.9
(a) Dipole Chamber
with grooved top and
bottom surfaces, radi-
ally inside antechamber
with NEG strips, and
radially outside an-
techamber with sloped
wall. (b) BPM and
sliding joint assem-
bly. [116].

NEG STRIPS

GROOVES TOP 
AND BOTTOM

EXPLOSION 
BONDED 
TRANSITION

(a)

BPM BUTTON

SLIDING JOINT 
BELLOWS

(b)

The remainder of an arc cell consists of two short drift chambers on either side of the dipole,
and one chamber extending through three quadrupoles, four sextupoles, and three corrector magnets.
These chambers have the same profiles and TiN coating as the dipole chamber, but without the
grooves on top and bottom. BPM assemblies as shown in Fig. 6.9b are located at each end of the
chamber extending through the quadrupoles.

The wiggler-region vacuum chambers shown in Fig. 6.10a are made from copper to provide
good thermal conductivity in this high-power region. The copper also minimizes the rate of scattered
photons that escape the vacuum chamber to deposit energy into the cold mass and coils of the
superconducting wigglers. The wigglers are grouped in pairs and a single vacuum chamber runs
through two wigglers as well as the quadrupole magnet between them. The long vacuum chamber
traversing each wiggler pair has a 46 mm beam aperture and 20 mm tall antechambers, including in
the quadrupole. The choice of 20 mm-tall antechambers was based on photon-tracking simulation
results in Synrad3D [109]. NEG Strips are recessed into the upper wall of the antechambers to act as
distributed pumping and are shielded from beam-induced heating by means of a perforated aluminum
strip. Most synchrotron radiation (SR) passes through the wiggler antechambers and is trapped in the
photon stops located at the end of each cell. A tungsten clearing electrode is deposited via thermal
spray on the bottom of the chamber as the primary EC mitigation technique [120,121].

The other drift and quadrupole chambers in the wiggler section are copper chambers with TiN
coating. They also have a 46 mm aperture and incorporate 20 mm tall antechambers to match the
wiggler chambers and minimize impedance issues. The design is based on those previously specified
for an earlier lattice variant [117,118]. These chambers have gradually sloping, grooved antechambers
are shown in Fig. 6.10b to dilute power density striking the photon stop. The gap between the sloping
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Vacuum	chambers	
Chapter 6. Damping Rings

Figure 6.10
(a) Wiggler vacuum
chamber with clearing
electrode and 20 mm
tall antechambers with
recessed NEG strips.
(b) Wiggler section
photon stop showing
sloping and grooved
photon-absorbing
walls [116].

RECESSED 
NEG STRIP ALUMINUM

SCREEN

TUNGSTEN CLEARING 
ELECTRODE

CLEARING ELECTRODE
POWER FEEDTHRU

(a)

SLOPING TOP AND 
BOTTOM GROOVED SURFACES

(b)

Figure 6.11
Side-by-side compari-
son of ILC DR vacuum
chamber profiles. Di-
mensions are in millime-
ters [116].

(a) WIGGLER CHAMBER (b) ARC CHAMBER (c) DIPOLE CHAMBER (d) DRIFT CHAMBER

20.00
10.00 10.00

R23.00

R25.00 R25.00

50.00�

surfaces opens to antechambers pumped with an ion pump and Titanium sublimation pumps through
ducts. An additional photon stop is required at the first bending magnet of the arc after the wiggler
straight to intercept the forward SR component.

The remaining straight sections have simple round aluminum vacuum chambers with 50 mm
aperture and TiN coating as shown Fig. 6.11. Aluminum-stainless-steel explosion-bonded transitions
on the ends allow welding to stainless steel flanges. At the ends of the straight drift sections, tapered
chambers match to the sections with antechambers.

Solenoid windings cover all accessible drift sections throughout the DRs to further reduce the
number of secondary electrons approaching the beam axis.

Beam-position monitors (BPMs) are located near the majority of quadrupoles in the DR. There
are no BPMs near the quadrupole trapped between the wiggler pairs due to lack of space, nor is
there a BPM near the centre quadrupole in each arc cell. The BPM near the central quad in the
arc cell is omitted because simulations indicate that, with the support and alignment scheme of the
arc cell magnets, one BPM at the beginning and end of the magnet girder is su�cient [122]. The
BPM blocks are paired with a sliding joint on one side as shown in Fig. 6.9b to allow them and the
chamber they are connected to through the quadrupole to float. This maintains the absolute position
of the BPM as steady as possible and allows movement of the BPM to be monitored. The sliding
joint also allows for expansion and contraction of the surrounding vacuum chambers.

A su�cient number of ultra-high vacuum pumps, both localized (lumped) and distributed, are
installed in the vacuum system to maintain the required average gas pressure (≥10≠9 torr) at the
design beam current. The installed pumping system has enough pumping speed and capacity to allow
vacuum system conditioning in a reasonably short duration during the initial accelerator commissioning,
and after installation of new vacuum components for upgrades and/or repairs. Typical pumps are
sputter-ion pumps (noble-diode style), non-evaporable Getters (NEGs) and titanium sublimation
pumps (TiSPs). As illustrated for the dipole and wiggler chambers, NEG strips are inserted into the
ante-chambers to provide distributed pumping. The final design must provide adequate pumping
speed and capacity to handle the SR-induced gas load. Lumped ion pumps are installed periodically,
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Electron	cloud	-	SuperKEKB	
•  The	electron	cloud	effect	was	observed	in	Phase	1	although	the	ante-chambers	

and	TiN	coating	were	adopted	in	the	LER.		
•  Solenoid-like	permanent	magnets	installed	to	suppress	cloud	in	drifts	
•  Vertical	beam	size	measured	by	the	X-ray	beam	size	monitor	in	the	LER.		
•  Beam	blowup	due	to	ECE	was	not	observed	up	to	0.4	mA	as	I/nb/nsp.		
•  Threshold	more	than	twice	0.2	mA	threshold	observed	in	Phase	1.		
•  Mode	of	coupling	bunch	instability	changes	and	the	growth	rate	is	reduced	with	

installation	of	additional	permanent	magnets.		

Aluminum	bellows	chambers	along	the	ring	without	TiN	coating.		
The	bellows	chamber	has	a	length	of	0.2	m	and	located	every	3	m	on	average.		
n  Counter-measure	

n Installation	of	solenoid	magnets	at	the	bellows.	
n A	preliminary	test	showed	that	this	method	should	work.		
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Beam current dependence of LER 
vertical beam size

We	observed	beam	current	dependent	vertical	size	blowup	in	LER	(positron	ring).
This	blowup	is	not	a	single	bunch	effect	and	is	possibly	caused	by	the	electron	cloud	
effect.	We	plan	to	do	more	detailed	study	on	this	issue.May	8,	2019	 10	



Injection	and	extraction	

•  Bunch	spacing	limited	by	rise	and	fall	of	kicker	pulse.	
•  Electron	cloud	
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